Study of Collector Cars

The Classic Car:
History, passion and investment
The Art of the Automobile

Classic car insurance with AXA ART
The world’s number one art insurance specialist,
AXA ART operates in 26 countries and brings over
50 years’ experience to the responsibility of insuring
works of art and collectibles.

W
 e affirm that the world’s
magnificence has been
enriched by a new beauty:
the beauty of speed ...
a roaring car that seems
to ride on grapeshot is more
beautiful than the Victory of
Samothrace.”
Manifesto of Futurism, 1909

Being art lovers and experts first and foremost, we
know in the fullest sense how precious possessions
can be. We understand that complete financial peace
of mind doesn’t begin to cover emotional attachment.
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Classic cars: a market ripe for research
The collector car market is in many respects unique.
Its enthusiasts are driven by a passion all of their own,
and they regard their possessions as works of heritage
and aesthetic beauty equal to the pinnacles of classical
art, and fully worthy of their sometimes spectacular
market value.

Methodology and data analysis:

Yet surprisingly, given its high international profile, the
collector car market is not so well understood. Little
in-depth analysis exists of the many thousands of sales
at auction houses over the last decade, and underlying
trends remain largely uninvestigated. As one of the
leading insurers of classic car collections internationally,
we were interested to dig deeper into the questions that
matter most to the serious investor and collector. What
are the most enduring makes and models? How do classic
cars compare to other forms of investment? Which market
segment offers the best return?

The ADEMY database includes over 100,000 sales
records, 59,000 of which relate to the years 2006 to
2015 – a period significant for important changes within
the financial markets.

We believe this is the first report specifically to focus
on collector cars. Produced by AXA ART in collaboration
with ADEMY (Automotive Data Evaluation Market Yield)
it aims to deepen our understanding of this fascinating
niche sector.

By partnering with ADEMY, we’ve been able to produce
a data breakdown detailing monthly transactions of
classic cars at dedicated auction houses, primarily over
the last ten years.

The study is divided into six sections: an analysis of
total market volumes, the evolution of the classic car
index, a comparison between classic cars and other
investment choices, a month-by-month sales breakdown,
a table of the best performing manufacturers and finally,
a focus on three iconic models (Ferrari F40, Jaguar
EType and Porsche 356).
Across all of these, we have aimed to analyse the
dynamics between the classic car market and the
changing financial market conditions.

Our study in summary

Comparing trends between classic cars, other passion assets and
traditional investments

The report offers fresh insights into key specifics and trends of the collector car
market today. Here’s a brief summary of the issues explored in detail across all six
sections.
Classic Car market volume in 2015
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In 2015, the total auctions trade value reached an
estimated €1.58 billion – perhaps under 10% of all
market transactions involving traders, private sales
and restorers, which may well have exceeded €15
billion. Overall revenue growth was 39%, with top end
transactions over $1m enjoying 51% growth, despite
numbering the fewest transactions (220).
Mid-range transactions ($100k to $1m) grew by 40%
and those under $100k by 15%. The mid and top-range
growth confirms a trend towards collecting rare and
high quality vehicles.
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The evolution of classic car auction sales
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gold and diamonds (28%). In 2015 a 1962 Ferrari 250
GTO Berlinetta, auctioned by Bonham’s in New York,
commanded a world record $38 million.

With a growth rate of 267%, classic cars out-performed
just about every other form of investment over the past
ten years, eclipsing contemporary art (192%), jewelry
(153%), the S&P 500 (94%), vintage wine (53%) and

Periodicity: annual sales month-by-month
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Despite the financial crisis of 2008, there has been a
steady increase over the past decade in the number
of transactions (241%) and in the resulting revenues
(335%). Since 2011 the rate of increase has been
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practically constant. In 2014-15, transactions increased
by 7% and auction revenues by 38%. Our own revenues
have grown from $315 million in 2006 to approximately
$1.36 billion in 2015.
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Periodicity shows how auction revenues are spread over
the year. The two peak months in the global auctions
calendar are August (Pebble Beach in the USA) followed
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by January (Retromobile, Scottsdale and Amelia Island).
It is worth noting the strong revenue growth over recent
Septembers, and the massive jump in December 2015.
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Liquidity: top-performing manufacturers and models

Manufacturers

Model

No. of times of auction

Sold/presented Car

Porsche

911

2.415

72%

Jaguar

E-Type

1.994

70%

Chevrolet

Corvette

1.815

71%

MG

B

1.148

On request

Porsche

356

903

On request

Volkswagen

Beetle

801

On request

This section lists the five manufacturers that most
frequently appear at auction, their three most popular
models and the range in value for each. The figures for

Jaguar and Porsche – two of the strongest performers –
are largely due to the performance of single models:
the E-Type and the 911 respectively.

About ADEMY

Focus on Ferrari F40, Jaguar E-Type, Porsche 356
The Ferrari F40, Jaguar E-Type and Porsche 356 are three
of the most iconic and desirable models ever to feature
at any classic car auction. We’ve taken a detailed look
at the performance of each over the past ten years,
assessing their growth in award values, their revenue
return compared to the overall market, the number
auctioned per year and the top five auction prices.

Only 1,315 models of the Ferrari F40 were ever produced.
They have made a remarkable growth in value over the
past 10 years, with average sale prices increasing from
about €220.000 in 2006 to over a million in 2016 – a
growth rate of over 380%. The number of cars at auction
tripled in 2014-2015.
Classic Cars
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Ferrari F40

For over ten years the database ADEMY has recorded
the transactions of all auctions in Europe and the USA
(except US production cars auctioned under €100K).
To date, ADEMY has recorded more than 100,000
transactions with unique identification by chassis number.

Registration covers the following data:
Make: car brand
Model: car model
Description: significant details: e.g. history, number of
owners, sporting heritage etc.
Year: the year of construction
Chassis: the full chassis number of the car auctioned
Type: the car body type: e.g. Berlina, Coupé, Cabriolet,
Roadster etc.
Date: the date of auction
Auction number: the number that allows identification:
e.g. auction house, place etc.
Lot: the lot number matched to the car at auction
Min Estimate: the minimum estimated value
Max Estimate: the maximum estimated value

Price in LC: the selling price in the auction’s local currency
Currency: e.g. €, £, $ etc.
Price in €: the selling price converted into €, excluding
buyer’s fees
CUR/€: the €/local currency exchange rate on the day
of auction
Change: the percentage difference between the selling
price and the minimum estimated value
Res: the reserve price details (if any)
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